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Traffex 2013

With just 3 weeks to go, the waiting is nearly over for the launch of our brand new ST950
traffic controller and the introduction of Siemens Stratos, a new, ground breaking approach
to traffic management and control. We look forward to welcoming you onto the Siemens
stand, C10.

Our sixth generation of Siemens controller breaks cover in Birmingham
The brand new ST950 traffic controller family will be unveiled at Traffex, over 30 years after
the original model redefined junction control in the UK. Building on the company's unrivalled
70 year traffic engineering heritage and over 30 years' experience of microprocessor-based
traffic controller design, the ST950 traffic controller from Siemens represents the very latest
in a long line of proven and highly successful traffic controllers designed and built by us in
the UK. The sixth generation ST950 controller builds on the success of its predecessors,
bringing a host of new features and new levels of accessibility and safety. Integral UTMC
OTU, 4-stream MOVA 7, easy to follow web style user interfaces and safer operation are
just some of the ST950 highlights.
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New for 2013: Cloud control
Siemens will be demonstrating our latest systems developments in the traffic control room,
set at heart of the company's Traffex stand. With a rapidly growing user base in the UK,
InView is Siemens' recently launched cloud-based fault and asset management system
designed specifically for the traffic market. Traffic managers across the country are now
actively using InView to keep a record of traffic monitoring and control equipment and to
track the status of that equipment, including maintenance issues, running costs and
equipment reliability.

On show at Traffex 2013, and for the first time in the UK, Siemens proudly introduces
Stratos - which we believe represents the future of traffic management. Developed using
the latest cloud-based technology, Stratos delivers scalable real-time traffic management,
information and control; from basic monitoring to strategic control of complex urban traffic
environments.

Also on show, Siemens Integrated Mobility Platform (IMP) simplifies journey planning for
travellers and operators alike, by providing personalised real time information on the
transportation network and offering multi-modal routes door-to-door.

Hear from the experts
The event's exciting free seminar programme in the showcase theatre includes a presentation
by Product Manager, Systems, Mark Bodger on Tuesday 16 April at 11.00am.Cloud control
examines the challenges facing today's Traffic and City Managers and takes a fresh look
at existing business models and system architectures.

Join us for a coffee at Traffex 2013
Quite apart from enjoying a coffee and pastry in our café-style surroundings and meeting
Siemens experts, visiting customers will have an opportunity to see the very latest product
developments and look into the future by taking part in an interactive demonstration of
mobility solutions. From congestion charging and low emission zone solutions to managed
services, hosting, ticketing and electric vehicle charging infrastructure, we have the vision
and expertise to integrate them into effective solutions to meet future needs.

Event details

In other news...

World Class? London's Transport: Progress and Future Challenges

A new report looking at London's transport system, says despite room for improvement in
air pollution, cycling safety and public transport fares, it can still be regarded as being world
class. Written by Professor David Begg, the report is one of the most comprehensive recent
studies of London's transport system and uses data gathered from a survey of 3,500 London
transport professionals. Referring to activities intrinsically linked to Siemens and Transport
for London, traffic flow management on the road network; congestion charging and the Low
Emission Zone were highlighted in the report for praise.
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To read more, or download your copy, click on the link below. We also have 25 hard copies
to give away. If you would like one, please mail Vicki Williams with contact details and
we'll pop a copy in the post.

Transport Report

Charging ahead at Fleet World
Siemens heads to Silverstone in Northants next month to take part in the 2013 Fleet World
Fleet Show, exhibiting for the second time at the event on Wednesday 24 April. Siemens
will showcase the company's proven electromobility solutions for the UK Electric Vehicle
market and demonstrate the Siemens CP500A charging point that can provide fast charging
facilities for two electric vehicles at the same time.

Siemens charging stations can fully charge vehicles in just one hour ensuring greater vehicle
availability. Siemens also provides a comprehensive charging network management and
control solution and a comprehensive suite of supply, installation and maintenance services.
As the UK's largest provider of traffic control and signalling equipment, we have a specialist
field service operation ensuring that the EV chargers are maintained to the highest service
levels.

Contact: Mark Bonnor-Moris

Nottingham upgrade
A project to design, supply and install new traffic control equipment on a busy junction in
the centre of Nottingham city has recently been completed by Consultancy
Services. Mansfield Road (A60) is one the main routes into Nottingham, and with high street
amenities and a primary school close by, is subject to a consistently high volume of traffic
throughout the day.

In addition to the design of the traffic signal and civil works, the turnkey solution to improve
capacity included construction of the site, all civil works, supply and installation of equipment,
Scoot validation and the addition of the site to the existing maintenance contract. The
combination of high volume of traffic, coupled with relatively high volumes of pedestrians
made the construction of the site particularly challenging. The site had to be kept live for
as long as possible, whilst maintaining pedestrian routes through the traffic management.

Contact: Martin Andrews

Follow us on Twitter
Remember that you can now follow us on Twitter to keep up with our latest news and
developments. Find us at www.twitter.com/siemens_traffic

If you would prefer not to receive regular news updates on products and events from Siemens'
Traffic Solutions business in the future, please click on the 'Unsubscribe' link below.
Unsubscribe

Committed to quality traffic solutions and service excellence.
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